ITALY 2002-2003 TIME USE SURVEY OCCUPATION CODES

1 - LEGISLATORS, MANAGERS AND ENTREPRENEURS
11 - Members of legislative and government bodies, administrative and judicial managers of public administration and organizations of national and supranational interest
12 - Entrepreneurs, directors and directors of large private companies
13 - Entrepreneurs, managers and managers of small businesses

2 - INTELLECTUAL, SCIENTIFIC AND HIGH-SPECIALIZED PROFESSIONS
21 - Specialists in mathematical, physical, natural and similar sciences
22 - Engineers, architects and similar professions
23 - Specialists in life sciences
24 - Health specialists
25 - Specialists in human, social and managerial sciences
26 - Training, research and similar specialists

3 - TECHNICAL PROFESSIONS
31 - Technical professions in the physical sciences, natural sciences, engineering and similar
32 - Technical professions in the health and life sciences
33 - Technical professions in administration and financial and commercial activities
34 - Technical professions in public services and people

4 - EMPLOYEES
41 - Office employees
42 - Employees in direct contact with the public

5 - QUALIFIED PROFESSIONS IN COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
51 - Qualified professions in commercial activities
52 - Qualified professions in tourism and hotel activities
53 - Masters of arts and crafts, trainers and similar
54 - Qualified professions in health services
55 - Qualified professions in social, cultural, safety, cleaning and similar services
6 - ARTISANS, SPECIALIZED WORKERS AND FARMERS

61 - Artisans and skilled workers of the mining and construction industry
62 - Specialized and assimilated artisans and metalworkers
63 - Artisans and specialized workers of precision mechanics, artistic crafts, print and similar
64 - Farmers and workers specialized in agriculture, forests, animal husbandry, fishing and hunting
65 - Artisans and skilled workers of food processing, wood, textiles, clothing, leather, leather and similar
66 - Artisans and workers specialized in the entertainment industry

7 - CONDUCTORS OF SEMIQUALIFIED PLANTS AND WORKS OF FIXED AND FURNITURE MACHINERY

71 - Drivers of industrial plants
72 - Semi-qualified workers of stationary machines for series processing and assembly workers
73 - Fixed machinery operators in agriculture and in the food industry
74 - Drivers of vehicles, mobile and lifting machinery

8 - PROFESSIONS NOT QUALIFIED

81 - Unqualified professions in management activities
82 - Unqualified professions in commercial activities and services
83 - Unqualified professions in education and health services
84 - Unqualified professions in services to persons and assimilated
85 - Unqualified professions of agriculture, breeding, fishing and forestry
86 - Unqualified professions of mines, buildings and industrial activities

9 - ARMED FORCES

90 - Armed forces